
Atkins - 20mph

What has driven growth of
20mph campaigns

It sets a standard that public
believe in (BSAS 70%)

Evidence that it can be
done (25% UK pop)

Wide range of beneficiaries

Increasing International Best Practice

WHO

iRAP

OECD

20's Plenty for Us

• What are the key
motivations for
campaigners?

Calming traffic speed

Overall reduction

Concerns over what our residential roads have
become; formerly places of life and social

interactions - nowadays routes for congestion
avoiding Sat-Navs to rat run along

Not necessarily compliance

Catalyst for Active Travel

Place making

Fill in areas between to
segregated facilities

Lifestyle change in driver behaviour

Community ownership "Public spaces between buildings"

Public Health

Active travel

Young

Elderly

Air quality

Open debate

Reduce motoring

Reduce acceleration/braking

Reduce direct casualties

Danger reduction

Protect VRUs

Protect children

Disadvantaged road use

Children

Elderly

Disabled

Outcomes

Recognition of people above motors

Sensible debate on motorism

Slower speeds, less pace

What are main benefits/disbenefits

Benefits

Catalyst for other active
travel/liveability initiatives

Potential key foundation for Vision Zero policies. Until you get the argument
won about the benefits of lower speeds (and change to 20mph) then you

cannot have a context for all the other things that are needed to gain
compliance (eg ISA set at 20mph)

Casualty reduction

Modal shift foundation

Disbenefits

Marginally greater journey times

Cost, especially if LA by LA But still provides 800% FYRR

Who Gains/Loses

Peds, cyclists, young, elderly, disabled

Drivers with unrealistic expectations ...and with no stake in the areas that they are passing through.

• What makes a good /
less good scheme?

Conviction Authority-wide
Post implementation planning - commitment

to address those roads where average
speeds remain over 24mph

Enforcement

We will not enforce
Speed limit most appropriate for

vulnerable is least enforced - Values?

We will enforce 20mph
limits like any others

Clear endorsement from police

Previous Speed

<20mph then no
change to be expected

Included for consistency, but beware of
diluting and skewing overall results

20-24mph - some change

Minimal but useful change

Pilot and isolated

>24mph - between 2 and
7 mph reduction

Useful reduction, but not
compliant. Reductionsshould be

weighted to tarffic volume

Engagement

No engagement Seen as simply anti-traffic

Yes, using multi-media,
social, press, events

Changes public consensus, and
looks for lifestyle changes

Multi-agency

Traffic only Seen as anti-driver

Traffic, Safety, PH, Education, Social Inclusion, Police, Emergency Services

Brings wide behaviour change skills

Feeds into voluntary and
community groups

Increases public ownership

Includes rather than isolates
enforcement agency

Community alignment eg Bristol's better at 20

Public Health

Key long term beneficiary

Key expertise in behaviour change

Cross-party support

Can be exploited politically

eg Bath, York

Polarises opinion and
reduces social norming

Cross party support
endorses social consensus

• What are the challenges, barriers and enablers local
authorities and others face in delivering 20mph limit

interventions (social, physical, engineering,
environmental and political angles)?

Social

Despite being recognised by all best
practice, national 30mph limit forces

20mph to be seen as exception

Requires view from
streets not driving seat

Motoring lobby equates
speed with benefit.

Elitist driver groups equate
skill with speed

Large latent support

Transfer ownership to people

Physical Repeater signs based on 20mph being 1991 "exception" rather than 2018 "norm"

Engineering

Ramps on zonal
boundaaries help

(Cambridge)

Groundscrew simplifies posts for repeaters?

Environmental
Huge potential for modal shift but needs

complementary measures

Political Avoid polarisation

Appendix A additions

Barriers

Conflation of correct speed limit and
mechanism for gaining compliaance

TROs should focus on
exceptions remaining at 30mph

Incorrect perception of  20mph instead
of segregated provision

Road Safety Professional focus on KSI targets and education

Enablers

Holistic view by LA, including PH

Cross party support

Community ownership

Implications of Equality
Act and Duty of Care

• What lessons can other authorities and others
learn? What issues do they need to consider?

What would help authorities?

Inconsistent and postcode implementation
endorses non-complier actions

A police that does some enforcement is key,  
but needs multi-agency collaboration

It is inconsistent that 20mph limits are a required
variance from the norm when you are looking to

change the norm. "20mph should replace 30mph as
the national urban default.

Lessons? See above
Not about Traffic Engineering,

but Social Norming

Issues
Social norming of 20's

Plenty where people are

What would help

National engagement

"It's 20 for a reason"

20's Plenty where people are

National 20mph for restricted roads. 30mph
exceptions to have rrepeaters

Holistic aproach - Seeing speed and speed limits setting as part of a much
more rounded approach to how we use our streets - this is the opportunity

offered by the combination of the Healthy Streets approach in London
(combined with Low Traffic Neighbourhoods) and Vision Zero - all of the

policy elements are in alignment towards people-centre rather than
vehicle-centric places.

Views on Appendix B

Insightful

Fails to address "model change" from
LA to national implementation

Being considered in
Scotland and Wales

Significant revenue cost should be compared with
significant gains. Hence will lever up benefits rather

than be perceived as a loss

Should make connection to
Equality Act and Duty of Care

What complementary
measures are needed

Most 20mph LAs have
Active Travel ambitions

• Any insights regarding integrating 20mph limits
with wider policy interventions relating to health,
environment, community? Where is this working

well and why / where not?

Positive

Bristol

Calderdale

Edinburgh

Negative

Bath

Hampshire

What would increase
levels of compliance

National application Enhances social norm

Enforcement LAs to enforce in parallel to police 

Not changing streets but changing
the way we look at streets

Engagement

Mandatory compliance of buses and other public
vehicles as per London Bus trial

What
unintended/unexpected

outcomes

Expecting compliance and acihieving reduction but not
compliance is still a success but public may perceive it as failure

Public Health in LAs massively increases
holistic connection of benefits to costs

Politicisation may well allow implementation where
one party dominates but may reduce social norming

Other issues

KSIs are usually too low to be
statistically significant at local level

Average of average speeds a
poor measure of effect

Inconsistency across
country reduces norming


